AbstractÐTo maintain OCR accuracy with decreasing quality of page image composition, production, and digitization, it is essential to tune the system to each document. We propose a prototype extraction method for document-specific OCR systems. The method automatically generates training samples from unsegmented text images and the corresponding transcripts. It is tolerant of transcription errors, so a transcript produced automatically by an imperfect omnifont OCR system can be used. The method is based on new algorithms for estimating character widths, character locations in a word, and match/nonmatch probabilities from unsegmented text. An experimental word recognition system is designed and developed to combine prototype extraction algorithms and segmentation-free word recognition. The system can adapt itself to different page images and achieve high recognition accuracy on heavily degraded print.
INTRODUCTION
P OOR page production and digitization procedures can result in document image degradation severe enough to cause current omnifont OCR systems to make an unacceptable number of errors.
Research has revealed that document-specific OCR systems, which are single-font OCR systems designed for a particular typeface, are far more accurate than omni-font systems [14] , [2] . For document-specific OCR systems, the training set should contain the representive character bitmaps from the page image we want to recognize (we call these character bitmaps prototypes). However, manually extracting prototypes from page images is very expensive. The lack of automatic prototype extraction methods has hindered the development of document-specific OCR systems.
We propose an automatic prototype extraction method which is based on comparing the bitmaps of pairs of words that contain the same character. Then, prototypes are used to train a document-specific OCR system to perform word recognition on page images of the same or similar quality and typesetting. Some preliminary results of this research have already been published [15] , [16] , [17] . The contribution presented here is a sound Bayesian method which makes use of as much information as possible from the word bitmaps and labels to estimate character widths, character locations, and match/nonmatch probabilities. We designed a document-specific word recognition system and integrated it with a commercial OCR development package to carry out bootstrap recognition. Our experimental results indicate that bootstrap recognition increases the recognition accuracy. The method advocated here can be combined with morphological and lexical correction. But, because we wanted to focus on shape adaptation, we forbore from exploiting linguistic context. Our method helps most just where context is weak, such as unpredictable digit fields, proper names, and abbreviations.
Extending the recognition process from characters to words and using document-specific methods has long been advocated by Hong and Hull [7] and by Spitz [20] . Ingold used character identities derived from the text under consideration [8] . Among the most exciting current methods for document-specific OCR are the sophisticated dynamic programming approaches developed by Kopec et al. [9] , [11] .
DOCUMENT-SPECIFIC OCR SYSTEM AND PROTOTYPE EXTRACTION
In a conventional omnifont OCR system, the recognition engine is trained with a large in-house training set of multifont character bitmaps. Document-specific OCR is motivated by the observation that the error rate of a fontspecific recognition system is significantly lower than that of an omnifont system. Because general typesetting rules require uniform typeface appearance to maintain document readability, most pages are set in a single typeface. The occasional italic and boldface can be considered as part of an extended typeface. We expect that even the image deformations due to printing, copying, and scanning tend to remain the same within one page image or a batch of page images. Interfont confusions can also be avoided by restricting the classifier to the current font. For a given document image, the most representative training samples will be the character bitmaps drawn from the same image. We cannot expect an OCR system to perform well on heavily degraded document images if it has never ªlearnedº what a poor quality character image looks like (Fig. 1) .
How can an OCR system obtain a representative training sample for each document? Manually segmenting the page image into character bitmaps is expensive and impractical.
Character segmentation methods based on general features, such as vertical white spaces between characters, or character pitch information, tend to have high error rates on both very dark or very light page images.
We are therefore motivated to devise a practical and accurate method of extracting training samples for trainable, document-specific OCR systems. We propose a Bayesian word-shift algorithm for automatically extracting prototypes from unsegmented text images using the known transcript of the image. We use an imperfect transcript generated by omnifont OCR, but we must still align each symbol of the transcript with its character bitmap in the page image. The appropriate alignment information is estimated from the transcript and the word bitmaps.
For each character class, multiple prototypes are extracted. A prototype selection routine is used to evaluate the prototype quality by shape. Low quality prototypes due to noise or imperfect extraction are eliminated from the prototype set. Templates are built by averaging the selected prototypes for each class.
Terminology
Before we introduce the proposed algorithm, we would like to emphasize and clarify some definitions.
Page image: The bitmap which is digitized from a document page on paper is called a page image. A page image can be divided into smaller units, such as word bitmaps and character bitmaps (Fig. 2) . A word bitmap does not necessarily correspond to a lexical word. It could correspond to a partial lexical word, such as a stub due to hyphenation, to a word followed by a punctuation symbol, or to a sequence of tightly spaced lexical words.
Transcript: For a given page image, a sequence of symbols associated with the character bitmaps is called a transcript. Ground truth is a special transcript of high accuracy. We want to differentiate the transcript from the ground truth because an imperfect transcript can be generated by an OCR device without human interaction.
Prototype: The individual labeled character bitmaps are called prototypes.
Template: A set of prototypes from the same class can be aligned and superimposed to construct a template. A template is a 2D array where each element is the sum of the corresponding black pixels from all the constituent prototypes. Each sum is then converted to an estimate of the probability that the corresponding pixel is black.
Language ModelÐLetter Frequency
A document-specific OCR system is trained with character bitmaps extracted from a portion of the given document image. Thus, the first issue is how much text is required to provide an adequate sample. Different languages have their own alphabet of symbols and morphology. In English, the most frequent 21 lower-case characters account for about 96 percent of all text, while k, x, j, q, and z, all the upper-case letters, and punctuation, comprise less than 4 percent of the text [10] , [6] . We can rely on the statistics of the English language to extract at least four prototypes for each of the alphabetic classes that represent 96 percent of all text from a five-line text passage of about one hundred words (500 letters). Fig. 3 shows the fraction of the text for which prototypes can be generated from a passage of given length. In the first text sample, more than 98 percent of characters belong to the classes which occur in the first 100 words. Similarly, more than 94 percent of characters in the second text sample are covered, even though we have captured less than twothirds of the classes. For a full-length printed page of 500 words, more than 99.8 percent and 97.1 percent characters are covered in the two text samples, respectively. Therefore, even in a document with a great variety of symbols, we can expect the first 100 words to provide enough prototypes to cover almost all of the text.
When more and more words are used to obtain prototypes, the effect of increasing the number of words is twofold. A class which occurs for the first time can be added to the prototype set. More words will also provide better estimates for the existing classes and therefore improve the prototype quality. We expect that the system can modify itself for both cases, which we call adaptation.
WORD-SHIFT: A BAYESIAN PROTOTYPE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
If two words contain characters from the same class according to the transcript, then we can extract the common character bitmaps by examining the similarities between these two word bitmaps. In Fig. 4 , the words linear and oscillations have a common character a. We shift these two words against each other to calculate the similarity between each pair of column bitmaps. If only the columns within the two as are similar between the two words, then we can extract these columns from the two words as prototypes for class a. But, for most of the scanned word bitmaps, the similarity between columns is far more complicated than in the ideal case. As shown in Fig. 5a , not every column of a has high similarity score, even in two words which are perfectly aligned on a. Furthermore, there are many false high scores elsewhere, such as r matching with partial n in Fig. 5b . To find the true match, we have to estimate the most likely location of the prototype in a word bitmap, estimate the width of the prototype, and find the columns which have the highest overall match probability.
The Word-Shift Problem
We approach the word-shift problem probabilistically. Given two word bitmaps f I and f P which contain l I and l P columns, respectively, the similarity score between column i from f I and column j from f P is siY j, where H i l I and H j l P . is the set of similarity scores between all possible overlapping column pairs when we shift two word bitmaps against each other.
To calculate the column-wise similarity scores siY j, we align the two word bitmaps at their baselines and normalize them to the same height by patching Hs (white pixels) to the top or bottom of the word with smaller height. We consider each column as a vector with H (white) or I (black) elements. For the ith column from the first word and the jth column from the second, siY j i j i j X We want to extract columns which contain some black pixels and belong to a character bitmap. We mark the scores of all-white column pairs to distinguish them from siY j H, but i j T H. We will exclude these marked-up all-white column pairs from the match/nonmatch probability estimation that we will discuss next. Fig. 6 shows similarity scores for different column pairs.
We shall maximize the conditional probability xY yY wj that w columns from f I starting at x, and w columns from f P starting at y, originate from similar characters (Fig. 7) . This a posteriori probability can be expressed, using Bayes' rule, as xY yY wj jxY yY w x y w ll xYyYw jxY yY w x y w X I
Here, x, y are the prior probabilities of the location of the expected prototypes in each word bitmap. w is the a priori probability distribution of the prototype width. x, y, and w can be reasonably assumed to be statistically independent. jxY yY w is the most complicated term in the above Bayesian formula because it must take into account that some pairs of columns come from similar bitmaps and other pairs do not.
Probability Distribution of Prototype Width
The width estimation is based on the sidebearing model that describes the placement of each character with respect to adjacent characters [12] . The model specifies the character width w, left sidebearing l, right sidebearing r, and character pair spacing adjustments k IP (kerning). The intercharacter space, d r I l P k IP , depends on each character pair. We know only the width of each word bitmap and the label sequence corresponding to the word bitmap. To extract the necessary metrics, we make two simplifying assumptions:
The width w i of each character class i has a uniform distribution. The mean of the width distribution is the average number of columns in a bitmap of this class and the variance is due to noise and sampling errors. 2. The intercharacter space d also has a uniform distribution. The mean of the space distribution is the average intercharacter space of the given font (i.e., the sum of the average left sidebearing and right sidebearing) and the variance reflects the pair spacing adjustment for different character pairs. We treat the intercharacter space as a special character class. Instead of estimating sidebearings for different characters and estimating pairwise character spacing adjustment for every different pair, we estimate the average width of the inter-character space and its variance together with the widths of the other character classes. Fig. 8 shows two examples of intercharacter space. The variance will take care of the kerning adjustment.
The sum of the character widths (including spaces) according to the word label must be equal to the known bitmap width for each word. So, we can restate the problem as that of solving multivariable regression equations. Each word bitmap gives rise to a single equation. With x classes and x w words, we model the problem as a linear equation system: ew Y where e is an x w Â x matrix, w is an x Â I vector, and is an x w Â I word length vector. We usually have more word bitmaps than character classes, i.e., x w b x , so the system is overdetermined. The least-square solution is w e e ÀI e X
To guarantee positive mean widths, we minimize jew À j P subject to w ! H. An algorithm for solving the nonnegative least-square problem, and the finite convergence of the algorithm, is stated in [13] . MATLAB includes this algorithm as a standard function.
Probability Distribution of Character Location
The location of each character bitmap with respect to the beginning of its word bitmap is the sum of the widths of the preceding character bitmaps (including intercharacter spaces). Therefore, the sum of the widths of a string of character bitmaps can be obtained by convolving the individual width distributions. When the character is far away from the beginning of the word, the cumulative errors will corrupt the location estimation. It is better to estimate the location from both ends of a word (Fig. 9 ).
Probability Distribution of Match/Nonmatch Similarities
We have derived estimates of the prior probabilities x, y, and w in (1). Now, we focus on the term jxY yY w. If we assume that all column pairs are independent, then: This is the probability that the w-column bitmap portions, x i x w from the first word and y j y w from the second word, belong to characters of the same class. As mentioned before, not all column pairs from the same-class characters have high similarity scores. On the other hand, column pairs from different character bitmaps could also achieve high similarity scores. The two terms we defined above, m siY j and n siY j, are probabilities of column similarity scores from character bitmaps of the same class and from character bitmaps of different classes, respectively. We call these two terms match probability and nonmatch probability.
To estimate the match and nonmatch probability distributions, we extract some prototypes from a scanned page image. For any two prototypes from the same class, we align them at the best matching position and calculate their column-wise similarity scores. When two prototypes belong to different classes, we shift them against each other and calculate the column similarity scores at all possible shift positions. We exclude the all-white column pairs from the estimation. Fig. 10 shows cumulative probability distributions of column similarity scores.
We approximate these two cumulative probability distributions with the cumulative probability distributions shown in Fig. 11 . Because these distributions do not vary much from page to page, they are permanently set in our algorithm to convert similarity scores to probabilities.
Algorithm
The Bayesian word-shift prototype extraction method finds the positions of a pair of character bitmaps in two word bitmaps with the largest a posteriori probability in the Bayesian formula (1), i.e.,
The input of the algorithm is a set of scores that reflects the similarity between every pair of columns in two words that contain at least one instance of the same letter. Character width estimation and character location estimation were discussed above. The similarity scores are converted to probabilities according to the match/nonmatch probability distributions. Then the a posteriori probabilities are computed for every probable location and width of the target character. The pair of character bitmaps with the largest a posteriori probability is saved.
The pseudocode of the word shift algorithm is shown in Fig. 12 . The match probability conditioned on similarity scores is xY yY wj. The range xYy of column scores consists of every pair of columns within the window w located at x in word 1 and y in word 2.
À xYy consists of every other column pair in the two words, at every xY y.
xY yY w are the previously estimated a priori probabilities for location and width (x, y, and w are assumed to be independent of one another).
WRAP: WORD RECOGNITION WITH ADAPTIVE PROTOTYPE
We now focus on how to use the prototypes extracted from document images to increase the recognition accuracy. We develop an experimental Word Recognition with Adaptive Prototypes (WRAP) system. This system is designed for document-specific OCR. The prototype extraction algorithm and a template-matching word-recognition algorithm are integrated to perform the OCR task.
System Overview
In the last section, we discussed the algorithm for extracting prototypes from a page image with a known transcript.
After we obtain prototypes for the specific page, we can reduce the recognition task to a single-font recognition problem.
The overall system structure is illustrated in Fig. 13 . When a document page image is presented to WRAP, a page image preprocessing routine is applied to estimate the page skew angle, analyze the page layout, segment the page image into word bitmaps, and estimate the word baselines.
Transcript generation is accomplished manually or automatically. Multiple prototypes are extracted with the Bayesian algorithm for every character class which appears in the text according to the transcript. The prototype selection routine is used to reject anomalous prototypes. Templates are built by averaging the selected prototypes for each class using the template construction routine.
For recognition, we use a simple template matching routine. We recognize each word without character-level segmentation. Level building, a dynamic programming algorithm, is used to perform the word recognition by finding a sequence of the best matching templates for each word bitmap.
Page Image Preprocessing
The objective of the page image preprocessing is to select text regions, perform skew correction, segment the word bitmaps from the input page image, and estimate the baseline for each word bitmap. Word bitmaps with baseline information are the basic units for both system training and word recognition in the WRAP system. Since WRAP is intended primarily as a postprocessor for existing OCR systems, it has only simple preprocessing algorithms based on published methods [1] , [4] . In this article, we show how to make use of the preprocessing routines of the omnifont OCR that produces the transcript.
We avoid rotating the page image to preserve the character bitmap shape. We assume that the baseline within each word bitmap is still horizontal, but it is shifted along the real baseline of the text line. Fig. 14 shows the baseline of each word bitmap in a text line with skew. Fig. 10 . Empirical cumulative column probability distributions of match and nonmatch similarity scores. Fig. 11 . Approximated match and nonmatch cumulative probability distributions of column similarities. Fig. 12 . Pseudocode for word-shift and character bitmap extraction.
System Training
We will train a classifier with the prototypes extracted from the specific document page image. We have already discussed the core prototype extraction algorithm in the last section. Here, we will focus on some implementation issues.
Transcript Generation
We have already documented prototype extraction by using a transcript which is manually generated from a short paragraph [15] . Here, we demonstrate use of a commercial OCR device to generate the transcript. In order to align the commercial OCR results with our word segmentation results (two systems may break words in different places), we need a package which can not only recognize characters, but also provide the coordinates of each word bitmap. In this case, we turn off the word segmentation in WRAP and use the word coordinates provided by the commercial OCR package instead.
Transcript Analysis
The objective of transcript analysis is to keep track of the words which contain the same character. A lexical list is generated from the transcript to record 1) how many characters of each class occur in the page image; 2) in which words a specific character occurs; 3) the position of a character in a word. Fig. 15 shows a transcript and the partial lexical list obtained initially from this transcript. For example, a:19 means that there are 19 as in this paragraph. The list 3(5/10) shows that the first a is from the third word, which contains 10 characters, and a is the fifth character.
The lexical list can also be sorted in different orders to provide more reliable prototype extraction. As discussed in the last section, location estimation is more accurate for the characters near the ends of the words (left end or right end). So, we can sort the list for each class by the location of a character in a word.
In the word-shift prototype extraction algorithm, we always have to shift two words against each other and calculate all possible column matching scores. The shorter the words, i.e., fewer scores need to be calculated, the faster the whole procedure. So, another way to sort the lexical list is by word length.
The transcripts generated by our commercial package also include a confidence number with each word label. We can sort the lexical list by these confidence numbers and extract prototypes from words with high-confidence labels.
Prototype Selection
For each character class, we extract multiple prototypes. Redundancy is a key point here to improve the robustness of the algorithm. Fig. 16 shows 15 prototype i's from a sample page.
Our objective is to eliminate outliers. We expect that the majority of prototypes from the same class are correct and similar to each other because of the consistency of the character appearance in the same page image. We apply the well-known Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering method to cluster the different prototypes of a class by shape [3] . Fig. 17 shows the clustering result for the prototypes in Fig. 16 . We keep the largest cluster as good prototypes to be used for template construction.
Template Construction
In WRAP, the core classifier is a single-font template matching classifier trained on document-specific prototypes. Two interlaced steps are required to construct a template: prototype alignment and prototype summation.
All prototypes extracted by the word-shift algorithm retain the baseline of their parent word. To compensate for skew, we allow a one or two pixel vertical adjustment. Then, we shift the first two prototypes horizontally and vertically to find the best alignment. The smallest Hamming distance indicates the best matching position.
An initial template is obtained by prototype summation, i.e., by adding up the overlapping pixels of the two aligned prototypes. Then, a new prototype from the same class is aligned and added to this initial template. A complete template is eventually constructed by superimposing every selected prototype, one by one, from the same class. Fig. 18 shows a set of prototype es and the corresponding template. 
Segmentation-Free Word Recognition
In WRAP, the word recognition problem can be stated as finding the optimal sequence of templates which achieves the best match for the test word bitmap.
Template Matching
A template is a 2D array which is constructed from a set of prototypes from the same class. If we use p prototypes to construct a template, we can normalize each element of the template as I pP , where is the number of black pixels. Then, each element in the normalized template is between HY I and its value indicates the probability that the corresponding pixel in the character bitmap is black, given a uniform a priori probability of ªblackness.º
We interpret the template matching algorithm in the framework of statistical decision theory. Each template is a 2D array with n columns and n r rows, where each element piY j is the probability of the corresponding pixel being black.
fpiY j X piY j P HY IY I i n Y I j n r gX Similarly, an n Â n r binary bitmap, which we try to match with the template, can be written as f fiY j X iY j P fHY IgY I i n Y I j n r gY where iY j H indicates a white pixel and iY j I indicates a black pixel.
We assume that pixels in the character bitmap are independent (a very questionable, but expedient assumption). Then, the logarithm of the probability of observing character bitmap f for the given template is: log fj iYj iY j log piY j I À iY j log I À piY jX
We have a set of templates f k X I k xg, where x is the number of templates. The test bitmap f will be classified to class k Ã , where
More elaborate template matching metrics are discussed in [22] .
Level-Building Word Recognition Algorithm
For a set of x templates and v characters in the word, there are x v possible template sequences. Since we do not know v, we have to try every possible value of v. An exhaustive approach would have to concatenate every possible combination of templates and perform a global template matching. Level-building is a dynamic programming algorithm which has been successfully used in connected speech recognition. We modify the level-building algorithm to provide a nonexhaustive solution to the word recognition problem.
Since we know the baseline of every template, and of each test word bitmap as well, we can always align the template and word bitmap at the baseline in the vertical direction. To simplify the notation, we redefine each template as a 1D column array
where k is the number of columns in template k and t k i represents the ith column of template k . The test word bitmap can also be denoted as a column array f fIY PY XXXY x gY where x is the number of columns in the test word bitmap and i represents the ith column of the bitmap f.
We can build an x -column template array by concatenating a sequence of v templates, i.e., where each s l (I s l x) is the index of some template. Hence, the word recognition problem is to find the optimal sequence of templates, Ã , which best matches word bitmap f.
Using the template matching method we discussed above, the matching probability between the template sequence and the given bitmap f can be written as jf. To determine a global best match Ã , we optimize jf over every possible sequence of templates, f s I Y s P Y F F F Y s v g, and over every possible value of v, i.e., Ã rg mx jfX
We denote level l as the hypothetical number of characters in the test word bitmap f, i.e., we assume at level I that there is only one character, at level P that there are two characters, and so on. At each level, we determine the best-fitting template array with l concatenated templates.
We define l k i as the matching probability, at level l, using template k , and ending at column i of the test word bitmap. Clearly, l k i is defined for I l v, I k x, and I i x . Fig. 19 illustrates the level-building algorithm. From left to right, each column corresponds to a different level. At the first level, every template is matched against word bitmap f starting at column 1. The end column depends on the number of columns n k in each template k. The output of level I is the array of accumulated probabilities over the end range m min I i m mx I. For each column in the ending range, we need to store: . the maximum probability at level l to column i:
. the template index which achieves the above probability:
. a backpointer to the best column ending at the previous level:
Here, we define p I Ã i H for every column i since every template starts at column I at the first level. By storing only l Ã i, s l Ã i, and p l Ã i, we significantly reduce the storage at each level and still retain all the information required to select the optimal path through the entire trellis.
The second level computation starts after the first level computation is finished. For each template k , the range of starting columns is m min I I i m mx I I since the template can be placed right after every ending column of the first level. In Fig. 19 , multiple rows show different template combinations. For the same end column, we keep only the best match. The rest of combinations are marked by crossbars and discarded.
The final solution can be selected from levels which contain template sequences ending at the last column (x ) of the word bitmap (all boxes shown in Fig. 19 ). The best match is obtained as:
By tracing back the best path ending at i x , we will recover the sequence of template indices.
Modification for Kerning
So far we have assumed that templates are placed right after one another to build a template sequence. For the printed text, two characters could be spaced apart by a few white columns (intercharacter spacing) or overlap by a few columns (kerning). When we concatenate two templates, we have to take these facts into consideration. Accordingly, we modified the level-building algorithm as follows: At each level, when we match a template to the word bitmap, we shift the template around the starting column within a small range. The range depends on the sizes of the two templates and on the average intercharacter space estimated in the prototype extraction procedure.
When two templates have overlapping black pixels, a union template is formed by taking the darker element value from the two templates. Fig. 20 shows both kerning and overlap. By allowing overlapping columns between two templates, WRAP can successfully handle not only kerning, but also heavily touching characters.
System Adaptation
Compared to conventional OCR systems, the main advantage of document-specific OCR is that it can be adapted to page quality and achieve higher accuracy. So, the system should have the ability to learn from the page presented to it. Its accuracy should increase on longer documents.
Usually, WRAP is trained with a portion of the document page to be recognized. If some rare characters do not appear in the training set, then we cannot obtain templates for their classes. The system could either reject the whole word (by evaluating the template matching score) and send it to an omnifont commercial OCR device or mark the doubtful words for manual correction. The words labeled by commercial OCR or by users can be used as new training data. New templates will be generated with the same method as the original templates and added to the template set.
Due to errors in the transcript, templates obtained from the original training samples may contain some wrong prototypes, even after the prototype selection. After recognition of some new text, the characters with high template matching probabilities can be reused to extract better prototypes. These additional prototypes are used to improve the templates.
BOOTSTRAP RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Manual preparation of the transcript is practical only for a small data set. An alternative way to generate the transcript is to use a commercial OCR package. Here, we explore the idea of bootstrap recognition, i.e., using the imperfect commercial OCR output as the input to WRAP and adapting WRAP to achieve better recognition accuracy.
A Commercial OCR Development Package
We selected a commercial OCR development package which provides many sophisticated routines for users to build their own OCR system. These routines cover almost all aspects of an OCR task, from page image analysis to language analysis. The development package also provides a very good OCR engine for recognition. We built an OCR system on top of this commercial development package. To distinguish the development system from WRAP, we call it OCR-1. OCR-1 is customized to provide information required by WRAP. The page segmentation routine in OCR-1 automatically detects the text regions in an input page image. Alternatively, users can define the text regions by drawing convex polygons on the displayed page image. OCR-1 then recognizes all text regions on the input page image. The output contains the following information.
Page Image Information: Page image size (height and width) and skew angle are detected by the system. It also provides an index of the text regions with the top-leftbottom-right coordinates of each region.
Font Information: The system detects and estimates font characteristics for every font it encounters. The font information contains: font name, style, average character width, pitch, average x-height, average height of uppercase characters, average height of lowercase characters with descender, and scale. If some information cannot be determined, then the system outputs a H instead.
Word Bounding Box: The left, top, right, and bottom coordinates of each word bitmap are available from the system, as well as the baseline location in each word. Individual character locations are not provided.
Word Label: Each word bounding box is labeled by the recognition result.
Character Confidence: The system assigns an integer H À WWW to each character in the word label. The bigger the number, the more accurate the character label.
Word Confidence: The lowest character-confidence number within a word is assigned as the word confidence. Word confidence is also in (0-999).
Bootstrap Recognition Scheme
We applied the customized OCR-1 system described above to several page images. By examining the output, we observed that the word bounding-box information, including baseline location, is fairly accurate. Word-confidence numbers do reflect the recognition accuracy. But, the font information is neither accurate nor complete. For example, OCR-1 often mistakes proportional-pitch font for fixedpitch font.
We designed the bootstrap recognition experiment as follows: A test page image is sent to OCR-1 for initial recognition. The results from OCR-1, including word bounding boxes, word labels, and word confidence numbers, are used by WRAP as inputs. Since WRAP does not use any lexical information, for a fair comparison we would like to turn off the lexicon of OCR-1 as well. But, the lexicon is built into the recognition engine of this development package and cannot be turned off.
The word labels from OCR-1, which include recognition errors, are used by WRAP as a transcript. Since the font information provided by OCR-1 is not very accurate, WRAP estimates character size with its own least-squares estimation routine. Taking the initial outputs from OCR-1, WRAP extracts prototypes from the same page image and adapts its template matching recognition engine. Then, WRAP is used to recognize the same page image on the expectation that the results will be better than those of OCR-1. We also tested another commercial OCR system on all page images for comparison. We call this second commercial OCR package OCR-2. The language analysis (dictionary) can be turned off in OCR-2. So, we can use OCR-2 to estimate the effects of language analysis on OCR.
We use the ground truth provided with the test pages to evaluate the recognition results from OCR-1, OCR-2, and WRAP. The evaluation routine was developed in DocLab, RPI [5] , based on a string matching algorithm that calculates the edit distance between two character strings [21] . Fig. 21 shows the data flow in the bootstrap recognition experiment.
Data Preparation
We selected a dozen page images from the DOE sample of the ISRI database [18] . The DOE sample contains 785 pages from a large group of scientific and technical documents collected by the U.S. Department of Energy. When ISRI conducted the annual tests in 1992-1996, the median character accuracy achieved by a set of OCR packages was used as a ªpage qualityº measurement. All test page images were divided into five approximately equal size groups by using this quality measure. Group 1 contains the pages with the highest median accuracy (best page quality), while Group 5 contains the pages with the lowest median accuracy (worst page quality). We selected the 12 test pages from Group 5.
Each of the 12 test page images contains a dominant font, i.e., only a few words, such as subtitles or italicized phrases, belong to different fonts or sizes. We manually block out halftone images and line drawing regions to send only text regions to the OCR systems for recognition. In each text region, words with different fonts or sizes are also blocked out. Fig. 22 shows a sample test page image (file name: 5649-076). The lower part is printed at the original size, and shows the word bounding boxes and word confidences which are outputs from OCR-1. The word confidence numbers are divided into three levels: high (999-600), medium (600-300), and low (300-0). The position of a horizontal line within each bounding box shows the level. For example, the first word, 3, is recognized with medium accuracy, while the second, mm, with low accuracy.
Among the 12 test page images, Set-A contains six pages from six different documents. Set-B includes six pages belonging to two documents, three pages from each. Multiple page images from the same document (Set-B) will be used to test how the training sample size affects the performance of an adaptive OCR system. When WRAP extracts prototypes by using the transcript from OCR-1, the linked list of lexical analysis is sorted by word confidence number in order to extract prototypes from the most reliable initial word labels. In WRAP, only character widths are estimated from the training pages, no other parameters are adjusted prior to the recognition test.
Test Results and Comparison with Commercial OCR
To compare fairly the recognition results from different OCR packages, we should test all packages under the same test settings. But, the n-gram and language analysis cannot be turned off in OCR-1, OCR-2 can only turn off the language analysis, but still uses n-grams, and WRAP has no n-gram or language analysis at all. To estimate how much an OCR package benefits from the language analysis, we tested several pages on OCR-2 with language analysis both on and off. The recognition error rate was reduced 4-6 times with the language analysis on.
We also constructed a special page image to test OCR-1. We composed the page with the ground truth of a real document page, but the character order within each word was reversed. This test page was printed by a good printer and scanned in at 300 dpi. Usually, OCR-1 has very low error rate for well-printed clean pages. But, for this page, we observed many additional errors due to the lexical or language analysis. For example, OCR-1 often recognized fo, which is the reverse of the word of, as to since fo is apparently not a dictionary word.
Sziranyi and Boroczki used a factor of 4 to scale the recognition errors (after spelling correction) to the errors before the spelling correction [19] . To estimate what the error rates would be with a dictionary in our experiment, we scale the results from WRAP and OCR-2 by dividing the error rates by a factor of 4 to approximate the possible lexical improvement. For WRAP, a factor of 4 is conservative since there is also no n-gram information used in WRAP. OCR-1 uses both n-gram and language analysis, so we do not scale its results.
We call the characters from the classes that we have templates admissible characters. The last column is the error rate scaled from the gross character error rate. The experimental results for six different source pages in Set-A, six pages from the two multipage documents (Set-B), and the overall results are shown in Table 1 . For multipage documents in Set-B, WRAP was trained by the OCR-1 results from the first page of each document.
Discussion
We observe that OCR-1 has the lowest error rate on almost every test page. But, if we take the lexical and language analysis effects into account, the scaled results from WRAP are better than from both OCR-1 and OCR-2 on most of the test pages. In Fig. 23 , we plot character error rates from WRAP and OCR-1. We can see that most of the scaled error rates from WRAP are lower than those of the initial OCR-1. So, training the OCR system for a specific page image, especially a degraded page image, can help to improve the recognition accuracy. The WRAP system also has better performance than OCR-2 (Fig. 24) , although OCR-2 still uses n-grams in its recognition engine (but no lexicon).
We also observe that, on pages from Set-B (ISRI-5842), WRAP has a high error rate. As mentioned, we trained WRAP on the first page (5842-061) which contains only 587 characters. To show how WRAP can adapt itself to improve the recognition result when more samples are available, we add the second page (5842-099) with training samples and train WRAP with two pages. The results are shown in Table 2 . There are more admissible characters and the errors are reduced considerably. The longer the document, the more and better templates we will get. We expect the results to eventually approach what we would obtain if we used the entire set for extracting the templates under supervised training. All three OCR systems have high error rates on the third page from this batch (5842-285). We observed that this page has many more broken characters than the other two, although they are all selected from the same article. WRAP achieves higher recognition accuracy than OCR-1 and OCR-2 on this page because WRAP is trained on a similar page image. 
CONCLUSION
We have confirmed that OCR accuracy can be improved through recognition based on representative character prototypes and we have demonstrated a robust method to automatically extract the required prototype bitmaps from each new page or document. The method depends on the availability of a partially correct transcript, which was obtained here from a commercial omnifont OCR system. We may extend our method to use WRAP's high confidence character decisions to retrain the classifier for better recognition results. The recursive approach proved valuable in [14] , [2] , but we would need a faster implementation.
We attribute the increased accuracy to capturing both the shape associated with the new typeface and the characteristics of the degradation. The underlying idea is similar to that of page recognition based on the Hidden Markov Model, but our character-based model leads to conceptual and implementational simplification compared to HMM.
In order to exploit this method in an operational environment, it must be augmented with a reliable fontchange detector. Such a detector may be as simple as a threshold on the cumulative mismatch between the word bitmaps and the best template sequences. Also required for most applications is some form of contextual correction based on linguistic properties. 
